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Information Form
Personal Information
1st Applicant
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Title

2nd Applicant
Date of Birth

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Title

First Names

First Names

Surname

Surname

Address

Address

Postcode

Postcode

Telephone Number

Telephone Number

Mobile

Mobile

Best Contact Time

Best Contact Time

Email

Email

Financial Status
Are you a Homeowner?
Are you currently in a debt management plan?
Are you currently in an Individual Voluntary Agreement (IVA) or Bankrupt?

Mis Sold Endowment Policies
Did you ever take an Endowment Policy and Surrender or Sell it prior to 2008?
Can we contact you to see if this was Mis Sold?

Mis Sold Mortgages
Have you ever been sold an Interest Only Mortgage or Right To Buy Mortgage?
Can we contact you to discuss if this may have been Mis Sold?

Date of Birth

Yes

No

Information Fact Find
Please complete the details below and we will contact each lender individually to ascertain which finances would have had Payment Protection
Insurance included.
Full name of Applicant 1:

Full name of Applicant 2:

Lender

Overdraft(s)

Loan(s)

Credit Card(s)

Catalogue(s)

Applicant

Applicant

Applicant

Applicant

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

Previous Address History
Please complete any previous address details so that we can go back as far as possible in locating your details.
Address 1

Address 2

Postcode

Postcode

Dates Resided:

Dates Resided:

Address 3

Address 4

Postcode
Dates Resided:

Postcode
Dates Resided:

Please provide all documents in your possession that you feel are relevant to the claim. These can include any loan agreements, credit card
statements or any proof of paying Payment Protection Insurance. We will return any original documents to you.
If you would like help completing this form please call: 0845 287 5833 or 01625 428 899

2

Appraisal Form
When you were sold the Policies it was the advisors responsibility to ensure that the Payment Protection Policies were appropriate to your
needs at that time. Please tick below if any of the following are applicable.
I was or was shortly to become self-employed when I took out the policy.
I was retired or very close to retirement age when I took out the policy.
I was not employed (including student) when I took the Payment Protection.
We have a joint loan/credit card but the PPI only covers one of us.
I was not made aware that the policy did not cover the life of the loan/credit card.
I was a public services employee when I took out the policy.
I was not aware that the payment protection was optional.
I was told the payment protection policy was compulsory.
I was not asked whether I had any other insurances which would cover the loan/credit card.
I was not told I could buy PPI elsewhere to cover the loan/credit card.
I was told I would stand more chances of getting the loan/credit card if I took out the PPI.
It was not explained to me that there were certain exclusions within the policy.
I was pressured into buying the PPI.
I paid upfront for the PPI but it was not explained that I could pay monthly.
I increased my loan/credit card and the PPI was increased automatically.
My PPI was an upfront premium and I paid the loan early and received no refund.
The Terms and Conditions of the small print were not fully explained to me.

Is there anything else you would like to tell us?
Any additional information / Account numbers

Frequently Asked Questions

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

How much money am I entitled to?
The simple answer is that at this stage we do not know. As soon as we have received your completed forms back we can start to
make an assessment. Not everyone is entitled to a redress payment and each claim is assessed on a case by case basis.
How quickly will I receive my redress if my claim is successful?
Your PPI provider is obliged to respond to us with their full response within 8 weeks of the date that we write to them. Sometimes
this happens a lot quicker and so you are able to get your refund sooner. If a bank does not respond within 8 weeks or the case is
rejected then you may wish for us to take the case to the Financial Ombudsman Service. If this is the case they can take over a year to
adjudicate on the case.
Will you deal with everything for me?
Yes. That’s the benefit of using our service. We might need to ask you some additional questions over the telephone but other than that
you can leave it to us. We’ll contact you to confirm we’ve received your completed documentation and the next time you hear from us
might be to say we have some very good news for you.
How much do you charge?
We only charge if we get your refund for you. There are no other costs or charges in any circumstances. Our fee for successful cases
is 30% + VAT of the amount of financial benefit we get for you. See our terms and conditions for full information but as an example if
you receive £1000 our fee would be £300 + VAT (£360).
What do I do if I have any further questions?
Call us on 0845 287 5833 or 01625 428 899 and we’ll happy to help. We want you to be completely satisfied with the service you
receive so don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or concerns.
What paperwork do I need to complete and send back to you?
Read and complete this information form to the best of your knowledge and return in the Freepost envelope provided. We also require
the letters of authority to be signed, dated and returned. Please also include any evidence you have of the PPI in the form of loan
agreements, credit card statements or any other proof of PPI.
Can I cancel my agreement with you?
You cancel your contract within 14 days of entering into it. Complete the enclosed cancellation form or you can submit a cancellation
by any reasonable means.

Complaints Procedure
A member of the senior management team at Reclaim Your PPI Ltd will handle all complaints brought to us and they will provide the answers
and any redress.
All of our clients / customers complaints will be handled fairly and promptly. You will receive an acknowledgement of your complaint within
5 working days of receipt, either in writing or email and we will explain how we will handle your complaint and tell you what you need to do.
A complaint can be made by any reasonable means.
Our Actions
UÊ ÊiLiÀÊvÊÌ iÊÃiÀÊ>>}iiÌÊÌi>ÊÜÊÌ>iÊvÕÊ`iÌ>ÃÊvÀÊÞÕ]ÊVÕ`}Ê>ÊÀi>ÃÃÊvÀÊÌ iÊV«>Ì°
UÊ 7iÊÜÊÀiÛiÜÊ>`ÊÕ`iÀÃÌ>`ÊÜ >ÌÊÀi`ÀiÃÃÊÞÕÊ>ÀiÊÃii}Ê>`ÊÜ Þ°
Our schedule of events
UÊ 7iÊÜÊ>VÜi`}iÊÌ iÊV«>ÌÊÊÜÀÌ}ÊÜÌ ÊxÊ`>ÞÃÊ>`ÊVvÀÊÕÀÊÕ`iÀÃÌ>`}ÊvÊÌ iÊÀi>ÃÊvÀÊÞÕÀÊV«>Ì°
Within eight weeks we will send you either:
UÊ "ÕÀÊv>ÊÀiÃ«ÃiÊÌÊÞÕÀÊV«>Ì]ÊÀ
UÊ ÊÊÀiÃ«ÃiÊÜ V ÊiÝ«>ÃÊÜ ÞÊÜiÊÃÌÊV>ÌÊ>iÊ>Êv>Ê`iVÃÊ}Û}ÊÀi>ÃÃÊvÀÊÌ iÊ`i>ÞÊ>`Ê`V>Ì}ÊÜ iÊÜiÊiÝ«iVÌÊÌÊLiÊ
able to provide a final response and inform you that you may refer the complaint to the Legal Ombudsman Service.
If we are unable to resolve your complaint, or if a complaint is not resolved after eight weeks then you can have the complaint independently
looked at by the Legal Ombudsman. The Legal Ombudsman investigates complaints about poor service from claims management companies.
The Legal Ombudsman can investigate complaints up to six years from the date of the problem happening or within three years of when you
found out about the problem. If you wish to refer your complaint to the Legal Ombudsman this must be done within six months of our final
response to your complaint.
If you would like more information about the Legal Ombudsman, or wish to refer a complaint, their contact details are as follows:
Legal Ombudsman, PO Box 6804, Wolverhampton, WV1 9WG. Call: 0300 555 0333 (between 8.30am to 5.30pm),
Website: www.legalombudsman.org.uk/cmc Email: cmc@legalombudsman.org.uk

Terms and Conditions

1.
1.1.

Definitions and meanings

3.4.

In this contract

will ask them to confirm whether they hold responsibility for the sale of the

1.1.1. ‘We’, ‘Us’ and ‘Our’ means Reclaim Your PPI which is a trading name

Payment Protection Insurance to You and to identify all Payment Protection

of Reclaim Your PPI Limited registered in England and Wales. Registered

Insurance policies they provide, or have provided, to You. If they confirm that

company number 07234815. Registered office address: Second floor,

this is the case We will submit a Claim to them based upon the information

683-693 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 6RE. Regulated by the

You have provided to Us. We may need to confirm that information with

Claims Management Regulator in respect of regulated claims management

You if the Third Party identifies more than one Payment Protection Insurance

activities. CRM23970.

policy relating to You. (ii) If you are unsure whether you hold, or have held,

1.1.2. ‘You’ means the person(s) whose name and signature appears in the

Payment Protection Insurance policy We will first ask the Third Party to

Engagement Instruction.

identify all such accounts and policies before proceeding as set out above
in (i).

1.1.3. ‘Claim’ means the seeking of compensation or damages from the Third Party.
1.1.4. ‘Compensation Scheme’ means the Financial Ombudsman Scheme, Financial

After the expiry of the 14 day cooling off period,We will contact the Third
Party. (i) If You have provided Us with details of a policy or account we

3.5.

If the Third Party does not provide the requested information to Us within 7

Services Compensation Scheme or such other public or industry scheme that

days We will write to them again to ask them to provide it to Us and provide

makes an offer of Financial Benefit to You as a result of the Claim.

them a final 7 days in which to respond but You should be aware that this

1.1.5. ‘Our Fee’ means the amounts that We will charge you under this agreement

will delay Us providing the rest of Our Service. In the event that the Third
Party still does not reply to Us We will submit a Claim to them based upon the

for providing Our Service as contained at paragraph 6 of this agreement.

information You have provided to Us.

1.1.6. ‘Financial Benefit’ means any and all of offers of compensation, damages or
gesture of goodwill resulting from the Claim.

3.6.

on your behalf, which You sign to enter into this agreement and to provide

3.7.

If the Third Party does not make an offer of Compensation, doesn’t respond to
the Claim within 8 weeks, or has ceased to exist, We will refer the matter to a

your Instructions to Us, and which We will send to the Third Party to evidence
Our authority to act on your behalf.
1.1.8. ‘Payment Protection Insurance’ means all insurance policies, whether called

We anticipate receiving a reply to the Claim from the Third Party within 8
weeks of submitting it although sometimes it can be quicker than this.

1.1.7. ‘Letter of Authority’ means the documented authority given by You to Us to act

Compensation Scheme.
3.8.

We will also refer the Claim to a Compensation Scheme if the Third Party

payment protection insurance or otherwise, the purpose of which is to insure

rejects the Claim because they do not believe the Payment Protection

against accident, sickness or unemployment and to provide for payment of a

Insurance policy was mis-sold to You, and We believe based upon the

financial obligation for the period of the insurable loss.

information You have provided, that the Claim could be presented to a
Compensation Scheme and have good prospects of resulting in Financial

1.1.9. ‘Personal Information’ means information and documents which contain data

Benefit. We will only do so with your consent.

which relates to You.
1.1.10. ‘Third Party’ means either the organisation that provides or provided You, or

3.9.

There may be circumstances in which the Third Party makes an offer of

sold You, the Payment Protection Insurance, or any other organisation that

Financial Benefit which may not represent the total redress which We think

subsequently assumed the liability of that organisation.

You are entitled to. In such circumstances We will ask You whether You want

2.

The parties to the contract

to accept the offer or if You want Us to present the Claim to a Compensation

2.1.

This contract is between You and Us.

2.2.

The services We provide under this agreement, once commenced, are
personal to You because it relates to You and your Payment Protection
Insurance, and therefore your rights and responsibilities in this contract
cannot be assigned to any other person.

2.3.

We can assign Our rights and responsibilities in this contract provided
that the person We assign it to agrees to provide the same services to
You in accordance with this contract. We will write to You before any
assignment is made to ensure that You are aware that it is happening. In such
circumstances You have 14 days in which to cancel this agreement without
charge (this is in addition to the rights of cancellation set out at section
7 below)

2.4.

We exclude the provisions of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999
from this agreement which means that only You and Us have any rights
under this contract. However if You ask Us to liaise with anybody else on
your behalf in relation to this contract We will do so provided that You give
Us your written permission.

3. Our service
3.1.

3.2.

You are entitled to.
3.10. You must advise Us if any of the following circumstances apply:
3.10.1. You currently are currently behind with any payments due to the Third Party
(such as loans or credit cards), or you are subject to any formal or informal
insolvency arrangements including an Individual Voluntary Arrangement
(IVA) and Debt Management Plan.
3.10.2. You have ever been made bankrupt or it is likely you may be made bankrupt
in the next 12 months.
3.10.3. During the course of providing Our Services to you any of the matters
set out in 3.10.1 or 3.10.2 apply to You as a result of a change in your
circumstances.
3.11. Our Service, and therefore the contract between You and Us, will end when
any one of the following events occur (i) We write to You and advise You
that We do not believe that We can obtain any Financial Benefit for You,
(ii) You, or We, receive an offer of Financial Benefit from the Third Party
or a Compensation Scheme which We believe represents all of the redress
You are entitled to and is consistent with Financial Ombudsman Service and

Before offering Our Service to You we asked you some questions to ensure

Financial Conduct Authority guidelines, (iii) You, or We, receive an offer of

that it is suitable for You. We decided to provide Our Service to you because

Financial Benefit from the Third Party which We do not believe represents

You have told us that you believe you hold, or have held, a Payment

all of the redress You are entitled to but You decide that You do not want Us

Protection Insurance policy. We cannot continue to provide Our Service to

to present the matter to a Compensation Scheme, or You do not advise Us

You until You have confirmed that this information is correct which You must

whether You want to accept it or not within 28 days of Us notifying You of the

do so by signing our Letter of Authority.

offer, (iv) We have exhausted the processes of the Compensation Scheme that

It is important that you accurately answer any questions We ask You,

We refer your Claim to and You do not receive an offer of Financial Benefit.

and let Us know if you later think any of the information You have provided
is inaccurate.
3.3.

Scheme in order to try and obtain the full Financial Benefit which We think

3.12. We are often reliant upon information provided by the Third Party in order
to calculate whether the Third Party has provided the correct amount of

Upon receipt of your signed Letter of Authority We will contact you to confirm

Financial Benefit. In this regard the accuracy of Our calculations is limited to

We have received your signed documents.

the accuracy of the information provided to Us.

Terms and Conditions

4.

Your rights and responsibilities

4.1.

You appoint Us as your agent so that We can liaise with the Third Party.

4.2.

You must ensure that You always supply truthful and accurate information

6.3.

you would still have to pay Our Fee. For example if the financial benefit
is £1000.00 consisting of £300.00 to be paid to you by the third party or

when We request it and promptly notify Us of any changes in your

compensation scheme, and £700.00 used to reduce the money you owe to

circumstances.
4.3.

the third party, our fee would be £300.00 + VAT (£360.00). You should

You must forward any correspondence that You receive from the Third Party

think carefully about whether this might apply to You and how You would

within 5 working days of receiving it.
4.4.

Whenever We write to You and request You to either (i) read, complete and
send documents to Us, (ii) provide information or documents to Us, or (iii) do

pay Our Fee in such circumstances.
6.4.

You must pay that fee within 14 days from when the redress or financial

You must do so within 14 days of Our request. If You do not do this We will

benefit is received from the lender.

so. If You still fail to do so We shall be entitled to terminate this agreement.

6.5.

You should consider the information contained in this document carefully

cover collection costs incurred. This surcharge together with all other charges
and legal fees incurred will be the responsibility of the customer and will be

with our services.

legally enforceable.

5.

Other important information

5.1.

It will take longer than 30 days to provide Our Service in full. We hope
to have provided all of Our Services within 4 months of the agreement

7.
7.1.

quickly the Third Party and/or a Compensation Scheme responds to Us.

has already ended in accordance with 3.11 above. If You cancel the contract

misrepresentation or any other liability that cannot be restricted by law.

under this clause We will not charge you for the work undertaken by us prior

Subject to the paragraph above, Our total liability under this Contract shall

to cancellation.
7.3.

We shall not be liable for failure to comply with Our obligations under the

Any notice, other than in respect of a cancellation or complaints, to be given

of Us telling. We will attempt to do both by telephone and post.
8.
8.1.

Use of your information
We will comply with Our obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998

under the Contract by either party to the other must be in writing and be served

as amended from time to time. You consent to Us passing on Your Personal

by post to the address of the other party given in the Engagement Instruction.

Information to all Third Parties We deem necessary to provide Our Services.

Service of the written notice is deemed to be forty eight hours after posting.

8.2.

We may use outsourcing partners, including software providers, to deliver

You have the right to shop around and consider using the Financial

of Our Service and as such You consent to Us passing Your Personal

Ombudsman Scheme independently. You should also consider, and tell Us,

Information to those outsourcing partners in order that We may perform

if you have any other means of pursuing the Claim including using any legal
expenses insurance.
These Conditions (and any non contractual matters arising under them) are

Our obligations under this agreement.
8.3.

Our fee

6.1.

We will charge you Our Fee on the first occurrence of either of the

If You want to know exactly what Personal Information We hold about You,
You can obtain it from Us by making a Subject Access Request and paying

governed by English law. You should only enter into the contract on this basis.
6.

a fee of £10 to Us. If it transpires that the information held is inaccurate, We
will make the necessary amendments and confirm to You that these have

following events:
6.1.1. You, or We, receive notification of an offer of Financial Benefit from the Third

been made.
8.4.

enclose a cheque for £10.

believe represents all of the redress You are entitled to and is consistent with
Financial Ombudsman Service and Financial Conduct Authority guidelines,

To obtain a copy of the personal information held by Us, please write to the
Data Protection Officer at the address shown in 1.1.1 of this agreement and

Party or a Compensation Scheme (whether orally or in writing) which We
8.5.

On occasions it may be necessary for Us to disclose your Personal
Information to regulatory bodies as part of our regulatory obligations.

whether you accept this or not.
6.1.2. You, or We, receive notification of an offer of Financial Benefit from the Third

8.6.

Party (whether orally or in writing) which We do not believe represents all

information for such purposes and You can exercise Your right to prevent this

present the matter to a Compensation Scheme, or You do not advise Us whether

by indicating this when We collect the information. You can also exercise this

You want to accept it or not within 28 days of Us notifying You of the offer.
Our fee is 30% + VAT of the Financial Benefit which is offered to you under
either 6.1.1 or 6.1.2 above. For example if the Financial Benefit is £1000
Our fee would be £300.00 + VAT (£360.00).

We may send You updates and information in relation to Us and Our
products and services. You have the right to ask Us not to use Your

of the redress You are entitled to but You decide that You do not want Us to

6.2.

We can terminate this agreement if You materially breach any of your
responsibilities and You fail to rectify your materially breach within 28 days

will endeavour to provide the Services within a reasonable period of time.

5.7.

After the conclusion of the cancellation period contained in paragraph 7.1

or personal injury caused by Our negligence, for fraud or fraudulent

Contract due to an event which is beyond Our reasonable control and We

5.6.

7.2.

You can still ask Us to cease providing Our Services at any time but not if it

time this contract was made.

5.5.

You can cancel this contract within 14 days of entering into it and You will

Nothing in these Conditions excludes or limits Our liability for death

be limited to only damages which were reasonable and foreseeable at the
5.4.

Cancellation and termination

not have to pay anything to Us.

commencing but this is dependent upon a number of factors including how

5.3.

Any invoice outstanding beyond the period in 6.4 will be referred to Daniels
Silverman Limited and will be subject to a surcharge of 20% plus VAT to

and exercise your right of cancellation if you no longer wish to progress

5.2.

We will send an invoice to You when Our fee becomes due as set out above.

anything else which We require You to do to enable Us to provide Our Services.
write to You to remind You and provide a final 14 days in which for You to do
4.5.

There may be circumstances in which the Financial Benefit consists only of
reducing money which you owe to the Third Party and in such circumstances

right at any time by contacting Us in writing.
9.

Complaints
Please refer to our complaints procedure contained within this form.

Reclaim Your PPI is a trading style of Reclaim Your PPI Limited.
Reclaim Your PPI Ltd | Waters Green House | Sunderland Street | Macclesfield | Cheshire | SK11 6LF
Telephone: 0845 287 5833 or 01625 428 899 | Email info@reclaimyourppi.ltd.uk | www.reclaimyourppi.ltd.uk
Reclaim Your PPI Ltd is regulated by the Claims Management Regulator in respect of regulated claims management activities,
details available and recorded at www.gov.uk/moj/cmr. Our registration number is CRM23970.
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